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I am a permanent employee, working as a Nurse, currently earning around 51 per
hour.

I have a partner but no children. I am the principle income earner as my partner is a
minimum wage earner. We have a mortage which I am hoping to pay off before I retire.
Although I currently do not work shift work I have in the past.

If penalty rates were abolished many people would no longer want to work on
weekends or night shifts. Many people sacrifice the quality of their life in order to make
ends meet by working shift work.
Many of people working shifts in small business are very low paid workers who depend
upon the shift penalities to make a living wage and support their families. I find it
incredible that someone like Senator Xenophon would suggest taking this away and

inflicting such hard ship on people. Ha sSenator Xenophon ever done shift work
himself, if he had I would think he would understand that is is not much fun to work
shifts.
People working shifts are always missing out on something be it a party, an important
family function or joining in a sporting group just to name a few. It must also be noted
that research as shown that shift workers die earlier and have poorer health. I believe
that in a fair an just society people should at least be compensatted financially for
these scarifices.

My weekends are important to me because that when all my freinds and family are not
working and available to socialise. weekends are when poeple have weddings and
christenings and other family functions. Sunday is the day when a person is allowed to
do nothing, Tuesday is not the same.
I value my weekend particularly because I have not enjoyed as many as other people
in my life due to shift worker.

I urge the committee to keep penalty rates.
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